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This pilot edition of the YUFE STARTUP Internship Programme is an
opportunity to co-create a business and gain a wide range of
entrepreneurial competences at startups in the YUFE ecosystem. The
Internships will provide entrepreneurial students with unique know-how
on innovation processes and solutions and learn from those who took a
plunge and started an innovative business from scratch.

It is a unique chance for both, the startup and the intern to get fresh ideas
and contribute to the growth and expansion of an innovative business idea.

Ability to take up the Internship of 2months+
The language (B2 English)
Field of study aligned with the startup activity
Grade point average
(Additional criteria may be set by individual universities)

     Programme supported by ERASMUS + ( find out at your UNI)

     Erasmus + criteria for participation:

     

 

YUFE Internship Coordinator’s role is that of an intermediary between the
student and the startup.

As startups may not be able to provide remuneration to students it is
advisable that the interns are supported with accommodation/ canteen
vouchers / any other type of support.

Please check at your University any schemes/ grants that apply to the
interns!

Welcome to the YUFE STARTUP INTERNSHIP Programme!



The Internship process 
 

Inno4YUFE Coordinator
Project Coordinator sends out invites to startups

The Uni centre intermediates between the startup to establish details of
competencies they can gain and align their needs

The centre sends the CV and the letter to the startup

 Startup

Startups fill in the form and submit their offer (conditions, perks, etc.)
The startup approves of the candidate

Startup assesses the internship (a call with the Coordinator)

 
Documents for startup

Survey-startup offer
Competence/task list

Internship assessment

 Student

Students contact the local centre to choose a startup from the offer
They prepare a CV and a cover letter and submit it to the local Coordinator
(What experience do you have, what are your expectations towards the
internship, when would you like to participate?)
Student contacts the Erasmus+ officer and undergoes the procedure of
document preparation
Student registers with the startup
Student starts the internship
Student completes the internship
Student gives the feedback about the experience to the Coordinator

Erasmus + documents
Registration form
Activity log
Internship assessment

Documents for students



Infographics for students 



Our startups 


